
Survey 

Difficulty of the game 
1. From 1 to 10, how difficult would you rate the game? 

7, difficult because it was terribly designed 

2. What elements made the game difficult? 

Obstacles blend into the background, “you think it’s a wall but it’s not, you think it’s a 

background but it’s a wall”. Textures are so ugly, therefore it makes it hard. The mechanics 

were dodgy, the physics clashed with the lack of manoeuvring space. 

3. Did any elements in particular make the game too easy? If so, what are they? 

No. 

4. How would you recommend the difficulty be changed? 

Have a proper tutorial level to teach you the controls. Right now the player is just thrown 

into a level without much time to learn. 

Meaningfulness of crackers 
1. How motivated were you to collect the crackers? 

Not that motivated, mainly because you couldn’t see the crackers most of the time. I wanted 

to at first but got annoyed. 

2. Was motivation, if any, intrinsic or extrinsic? (wanted to collect vs wanted to fulfil point 

quota) 

Intrinsic, I’ve got a hint of OCD. Game instinct. 

3. Did you find crackers were too easy, too hard or comfortable to collect? 

Too hard, very hard to see them. 

4. What would make crackers or points more meaningful to you? 

It’s alright currently, the total of three crackers is a good number. Similar to angry bird three 

star rating. 

5. Would another scoring system motivate you more? What would this be? 

The current scoring system is good enough, it’s good enough to mess with my OCD and gives 

me the motivation to collect all three crackers, when I can see them. 

Gameplay naturalness and Progression (Overall game feel) 
1. Did any aspect of the controls feel unintuitive or ill-fitting? 

Did not like the speed boost, the overall speed of the game was slow and suddenly too fast 

when using the ball. It’s too Sonic. 

2. Was the path to the cheese too short, long or did you not noticing a problem? 

There’s no problem. Aside from length, path was still to technically hard. 

3. Are there any improvements to controls or pathing you feel would benefit the game? 

Have a more structured tutorial. Give the player more space to move around, it clashes with 

the physics. 

Additional Questions  
1. Any final thoughts or questions you have? 

No. 

Notes 
Music too loud, didn’t like the music 



Physics is ‘eh’, better than most games 

Movement is okay but animations are bad 

Liked the end card animation 

Tried to goomba stomp rat 

Emergent gameplay: got the rat to the end of the left side used it as a platform. 

Tried to use the rat to spring up to cheese on level 2 

Could be a decent if the textures were changed 

Liked the physics 

Wanted the wall jump to be less precise 

Traps blended into background 

Couldn’t see the curves on level 4 because they blended into background 

Had trouble seeing the crackers, tester didn’t comment on this but kept missing cracker when trying 

to reach end of level. 

Fell through world on level 5 

Completed game in 10 minutes 30 seconds 


